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1. Introduction und preliminaries 
The present paper is a concise account of the theory of almost periodic 
(a-p.) functions on a topological group G with values in a complete non- 
archimedian field Q of characteristic zero. For a given function f and E > 0, 
an (f, &)-partition J(f, E) of G is a finite collection of subsets AI, Aa, . . . . A, 
of G, such that G= fi At and jf(cxd) -f(cyd)j <E for all c, cl E G, x, y E Ai. 
i=l 
The number n of components At of the partition J(f, E) is called its index. 
Following MAAK’S [4] approach to the classical theory we call a function f 
almost periodic if it has an (f, E)-partition for each E> 0. This definition 
is easily seen to be equivalent to what one would formulate in analogy 
to Bohr’s definition using total boundedness. The set of a.p. functions 
A(G) on G is a vector space over Q. Further, if f, g, fr, fa, . . . E A(G), 
(i) Jd(x) = f(cxd) E A(G), c, d E G; 
(ii) f(x) = /(x-l) E A(G); 
(iii) $(f) E A(G) for a continuous 4: Q -+ Q; 
(iv) f+g(x) = f(x).&4 E A(G); 
(v) lim fn=h~A(G) h w en the convergence is uniform ; 
n--f00 
(vi) If(x)/ as a real valued function on G is a.p.; 
(vii) if f E A(G) and H is a subgroup of G, flH E A(H). 
The collection AC(G) of all continuous a.p. functions is a Banach algebra 
with the supremum norm and convolution product. (See Section 6.) 
Though the theory of a.p. functions finds a simpler treatment in the 
non-archimedian case, a somewhat natural restriction, index-boundedness, 
on the group seems to be necessary for this treatment. The simplicity 
of the treatment, in fact, centres round the existence of the minimum 
(f, &)-partition, which is a coset decomposition of a suitable normal sub- 
group of finite index. With the above restriction we obtain: existence and 
uniqueness of the mean (Theorems 3.3, 4.1), characterisation of closed 
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ideals of &(G) (Theorem 6.3), Peter-Weyl-von Neumann approximation 
theorem (Theorem 7.4). 
2. Minimum partition 
Theorem 2.1. If f E A(G), for s>O, there exists a minimum (f, E)- 
partition with the cosets of a suitable nornzal subgroup H(f, E) SE H of finite 
index in G as components. 
Proof. The relation ‘N’: x N y, x, y E G if and only if If(cxd)- 
-f(cyd)l <s for every pair c, d E G, is a congruence relation on G, with 
the cosets of a normal subgroup H (= {XIX N e, x E G]) of G as congruence 
classes. If J(f, E) = {AI, AZ, . . ., An) is any (f, &)-partition, x, y E Ai implies 
If@4 -f(w4I < f E or any c, d E G. Hence xy-1 E H. Thus At is completely 
contained in a coset of H. The number of cosets of H is consequently 
at most n. In other words, H is of finite index. It follows therefore that 
the cosets of H themselves form the minimum (f, &)-partition. 
We note that {aA$b}, a, b E G is only a permutation of the minimum 
partition J(f, E) = {Al, AZ, . . . , A,). 
Definition 2.2. The normal subgroup H(f, E) of Theorem 3.1 is 
called the s-kernel of the a.p. function f, and is denoted by H when there 
is no ambiguity. 
Theorem 2.3. f E AC(G) if and only if H(f, E) is closed (also open) 
for each s > 0. 
Proof. If H(f, E) z H 2 g, where J? is the closure of H in G, an easy 
continuity argument shows that the cosets of i? form an (f, &)-partition 
J1 of G. The index of i7( 2 H) is less than the index of H, so that J1 
contains less number of sets than J, a contradiction to the fact that J 
is minimum. Thus H =H. H is also open since it is of finite index in G. 
Conversely, if for an f E A(G), H is closed, then it is also open. Since 
the cosets of H form an (f, e)-partition, /f(z)-f(y)/ <E if xy-1 E H. In 
other words, f is (even uniformly) continuous. 
Corollary 2.4. Any f E AC(G) is uniformly continuous. 
Corollary 2.5. The characteristic function XH of a closed normal sub-. 
group H of finite index in G is a continuous a.p. function. Moreover, for 
E -=c 1, H is the s-kernel of XH. 
Proof. The cosets of H clearly form a (X,, &)-partition for E> 0, so 
that XH is a.p. Since H is of finite index, H is also open. Therefore XH 
is continuous. 
Let a<1 and H $ H (X H, a) if possible. Since the cosets of H form a 
(XH, &)-partition, IXH(X) -x,(y)1 < & for every pair x, y E H. If H(XH, 8) 2 H, 
then there exists z E H(XH, E), x $ H. Hence JXH(X)---XH(e)l( = l)>a, a 
contradiction, i.e. H(XH, E) = H. 
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Proposition 2.6. A complete zero-dimensional group G is compact if 
and only if (*) f is continuous * f is a.p. 
Proof. If G is compact it has a neighbourhood base at the identity 
consisting of (compact) open normal subgroups. Hence, if f is continuous, 
there exists, for a> 0, a compact open normal subgroup H such that 
If(x) -f(y)] <E for xy-1 E H. Because of the normality of H, evidently the 
cosets of H form an (f, &)-partition. This proves (*). 
Conversely, if G is zero-dimensional, it has a base of open and closed 
neighbourhoods at identity. If U is one such neighbourhood, XU the 
characteristic function of l-J, being continuous, is a.p. because of (*). For 
etl, H(Xu, E) C U. For, if there exists x E H(Xu, E), x $ U then (Xu(x)- 
-Xv(e)[( = I)>&, a contradiction since Xu is a.p. Further, Xn E AC(G) im- 
plies, by Theorem 2.3, that H(X H, E) is an open and closed normal subgroup 
of finite index. Thus G has a neighbourhood base at the identity consisting 
of open and closed normal subgroups of finite index. In other words, 
G is totally-bounded and therefore compact since it is complete. 
A collection P of a.p. functions on a group G is equialmost periodic 
(See MAAK [4], p. 37) if, f or every E> 0, there exists a partition of G 
which is an (f, E)-partition for every f E .B. Of such partitions, the one, 
J(F, a), with the minimum index is, in fact, unique and is the coset 
decomposition of G by the normal subgroup H(F, E) = n H(f, a). Thus 
H(P, E) is closed when each f E F is in AC(G). fEF 
3. Existence of the mean 
Definition 3.1. a E & is said to be an approximate mean of order e 
or an E-approximate mean of f, denoted by N(f, E), when there exist 
al, as, . . . . a, in G such that 
(i) n is the index of a closed normal subgroup, 
(ii) ja- i & f(ca&)l<&/ln] for any c, d E G. 
Remark. If f E A,(G), an approximate sum k C f(ai) arising out of 
J(f, E), for a given E> 0, is an e-approximate mean, i.e. E-approximate 
means do exist for f E A,(G). If further P is a set of equialmost periodic 
fun&ions on G and bl, ba, . . . . b, is a representative system of J(F, E), 
then for each f ?z F, k C f(b ) 6 is an s-approximate mean of f. 
In the non-archimediln case, unlike in the classical case, for f E AC(G), 
(M(f, a), E> O> is not a cauchy net in general, but is one, if G is an I& 
group as defined below. 
Definition 3.2. A topological group G is an IB (index bounded)- 
group, if there exists a constant lc(G) = k > 0 such that if n is the index 
of any closed normal subgroup H (of finite index) in G, jnl= 1%. 1) XL. 
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Remark. For the sake of definiteness, Ic is assumed to be the largest 
possible. It is called the index bound of G and is denoted by IB(G). 
An example of an 1B-group is any q-primary group ([2], p. 21, Defi- 
nition l), q#p (Q= QP, the p-adic field). le= 1 in this case. 
Theorem 3.3. (Existence Theorem). If G is an IB-group and 
IB(G)=k, then for f E A,(G), lim M(f, .s)=N(f) exists and for every s>O, 
&+a 
Proof. By Definition 4.1, there exist ai, aa, . .., a, and bi, bz, . . . , b, 
in G such that, for any c, d E G 
(3.1) W(f, E)- ~~f(~ad)i~4bl, I~l>k, 
3 
(3.2) lM(f, E’)- ~~f(&W~‘/l.iil, l4d. 
1 
Prom (3.1) and (3.2) it is easy to show that 
(3.3) IM(f, E)--(f> &‘)I < & max (E, 8’) < $ max (a, E’), K = P. 
Since the right side of (3.3) tends to zero as e, 8’ -+ 0, {M(f, a), E>O) is 
a cauchy net. Therefore M(f)= lim N(f, e) exists since Q is complete. 
E-f0 
Keeping E fixed in (3.3) and making e’+O, we have 
M(f)= lim M(f, e) is called the mean of f E AC(G). 
E-0 
Corollary 3.4. If G is an IB-group, IB(G) =lc, then for f E A,(G), 
N(f) is characterised by the property: 
Corresponding to each E> 0, group elements al, az, . . . . a,, where jnj > k, 
exist such that, for any c, d E G, 
VWf) - k $ f(caid)l <E. 
Lemma 3.5. If fn is a sequence of functions defined on any set X, 
with values in Q, converging uniformly to f, with inf If (x)1 > 0, then there 
ZEX 
exists an integer N such that, for all n>N and all x E X, Ifn(x)] = If(x 
Proof. By the hypothesis of the lemma, given E> 0, there exists an 
N such that, for all n>N and for all x E X, /f%(x)-f(x)] <E. Now Ifa( < 
< max{lf,(x)-f(x)\, jf(x)I}.Choosingc< hzjf(x)(, we see (cf. [l]) that for 
all n>N and for all x in X, If%(x)-f(x)I<If(x)j so that lfn(x)]=If(X)]. 
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Theorem 3.6. If G is an IB-group, IB(G) = k, then for f E AC(G) there 
exists a sequence of functions &= n a, 1 2 f (fai(x)=f(xai) for each x E G), 
al, a2, . . . . an E G, InI > k (the n and at d:pending on m), converging to M(f) 
uniformly. li’urther if M(f) + 0, then there exists al, a2, . . ., a, in G such that 
In/>/c, and for all x E G 
lM(f)l= I ;z f,(x)l. % 
Proof. The sequence & is actually constructed as follows. Let {am>, 
By> 0, be a null sequence. Corresponding to each am, choose (choice 
possible by Corollary 3.4) ai( a2(.snz), . .., an(Em) (n depending on am, 
InI >k) such that, for any c, d E G, jM(f)- k 7 f(cai(Bnz)d)] <Ed. Setting 
c=x, d=e, we write +nz(x)= iz f(xai(em)). Then lM(f)-+,(x)/<sm. 
Since By + 0, this shows that $nziz) converges uniformly to M(f). If 
M(f)#O, then, by Lemma 3.5 we have for all m>N, IM(f)l=14m(x)\ for 
all x E G. The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
4. Uniqueness and other properties of the mean 
Theorem 4.1. (Uniqueness Theorem). The mean M(f), f E A,(G), is 
uniquely defined by the following properties: 
(1) M(af +Pg)=BM(f)+PM(g)> 
(2) M(l) = 1, 
(3) M(fd =M(f) for any d E G:, 
(4) fn converges uniformly to f=+ M(fn) converges to M(f). 
Proof. The verification of properties (l)-(4) being simple, it remains 
to show that if M’ is a function on A,(G) having properties (l)-(4), 
M’(f)=M(f) for each f E A,(G). By Theorem 3.6 there exists (#nz(x)> such 
that, for all x E G, lim &(x) = M(f). lim M’(+,) = M’(M(f))= M(f), 
m-em *+ca 
successively from properties (4), (l), (2) for M’. Now for all m, M’($J~)= 
= i z M’(faJ = M’(f), by property (3) for M’. Thus M’(f)=M(f) for all 
f E A,;@. 
Corollary 4.2. M(f)=M(fj where f”(x)=f(x-1) for all x E G. 
Property (3) of Theorem 4.1 can be replaced by the left-invariance 
property: M(,f) = M(f). 
Proposition 4.3. If IB(G)=k, lM(f)I</lfll/k 
Proof. If [M(f)] #O (nothing to prove otherwise), by Theorem 3.6, 
23 In,dagationes 
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there exist al, a2, . . . . a, in G s;ch that for all x E G, /M(f)l= / i C f(xai)l, 
a 
where InI > k. Hence /M(f)1 Q m my (If(m) Ilfll/k. 
5. The mean and the integral 
Let now G be a compact zero dimensional IB-group and 5 the family 
of all its (compact) open normal subgroups. Then the family of integrable 
functions in the sense of Thomas (See BRUHAT [3]) is precisely the family 
of continuous functions. Hence in view of Proposition 2.6, any integrable 
function f on G is a.p. If X=(x1, x2, . . . . xn} is a representative system 
of cosets modulo H(f, a), the Riemann sum 
&f,H,X)= +WH)f(xe)= m+~f(d=NG)M(f, F), 
where m denotes the Haar measure on G. M(f, E) converges to M(f) and 
the Riemann sum S(f, H, X) converges to the integral If. Hence 
M(f) = - l If. 
m(G) 
In other words, the integral and the mean for f, coincide upto a constant. 
6. Invariant subspaces of AC(G) 
It is easy to see that if f is an a.p. function on the product G = Gi x Gs 
of two groups Gi, Gz, then the functions fb(x) = f(x, b), x E G1 (for each 
fixed b E Gs), “f(y)=f(a, y), y E GZ (for each fixed a E Gi), are a.p. on Gi, 
Gs respectively. Moreover, each of the sets of functions (fblb E G,}, 
(“fla E Gi} is equialmost periodic. If f is an a.p. function on G, so are 
f(xy), f(yx), f(xy-l), f(y-lx) etc. as functions on Ga= G x G. 
Theorem 6.1. Let G = G1 x G2 be an IB-group, f E A(G) and M(f) 
the mean of f. Then 61 and G2 are themselves IB-groups. M2(xf) E A,(G1) 
and Ml(fy) E A,(G ) 2 w h ere Ml and Mz are the means defined on Cl and GZ 
respectiveZy. Further, Ml(Mz(zf)) = Mz(Ml(fu)) = M(f). 
Proof. That Gr, Ga are IB-groups is easily proved. Now, if kr = IB(Gl), 
ks = IB(G2), and lc = IB(G) then ki, ka > k. Since (“f Ix E Cl> is an equial- 
most periodic set of functions on Ga, using Theorem 3.6, we see that 
Ms(zf) is the uniform limit of a sequence of functions in Ae(G1) and is 
therefore in A,(Gl). (See Section 1.) Thus Mi(IMs(x/)) z M’(f) and simi- 
larly Mz(Ml(fu)) = M”(f) are defined. 
M’ and M” are linear functionals on AC(G) and are, moreover, continuous. 
For, let fl, f2, . . . be a sequence of functions in A,(G) converging uniformly 
to f E A,(G). Then for an E> 0, there exists N(E) independent of x and y 
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such that 
(6.1) If&> Y) -f(? Y)l <E, for n > N(E), x E 61, y E Gz. 
Now by Proposition 4.3, linearity of Ms, and (6.1) 
I~2%)-~2m G ;;fjz If&Y Y)---f(x, Y)l <Elk 
since ks>E. In other words, Ma(xffn) converges uniformly to Mz(“fn). 
Hence, by the continuity of Ml, Ml(Mz(zf%)) converges to Ml(Mz(zf)), 
i.e. M’ is continuous. Similarly M” is also continuous. The final result 
follows from the uniqueness theorem. 
The above proof is a simplification, as desired by the Referee, of the 
author’s original proof. 
Let G be an IB-group, f, g E A,(G). We sometimes write the mean 
M(f) of f E AC(G) as M,(f(y)) to indicate that the mean of the function f 
is taken by considering it as a function of y. The convolution product 
f x g defined in the usual way 
f x g(x) = Mdf (y) g(y-lx)) = Mdf (xy-l)g(y)) 
is in AC(G). The space A,(G) is a non-archimedian Banach algebra with 
convolution as multiplication and with respect to the supremum norm 
defined by 
x EC. 
(Proposition 4.3 gives the condition llf x gjl< ljfll /IgIl.) 
Lemma 6.2. If f E AC(G) and E> 0, then there exists g E AC(G) such 
that for aZZ XEG, If(x)-fxg(x)/<&. 
Proof. If(x)-f(xy-l)I k f < E or any x E G, y E H(f, ke) 3 H. We prove 
that g=XH/M(XH) meets the requirements of the lemma. Obviously 
M(g) = 1. Hence 
If@)-f x gWl= If(x)Mdg(y)) -Mdfhrl)dy))I = 
= IMd(f(x) -fW1)MY))l = lM&dY))L 
where &(y)=(f(x)-f(xy-l))g(y). By Proposition 4.3 
Now 1= M(l)=M,(z X,,(y))=naM,(X,(y)), where n is the index of H, 
i 
i.e. M(XH)= l/n 1) and so IM(XH)] = 11/n] > 1. For y E H and any x E G, 
1) The author is thankful to Professor T. W. Wilcox for the simplification of 
the steps leading to M(XH)= l/m. 
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IWY) I 
IMY)I <ft%+ ,M(XH), * - < JCE. For y # H, &(y) = 0. Hence lj+zjl < kc for all x E G. 
Therefore If(x) -f x g(x)1 = IM,(&(y))j <E for all x E G. 
Theorem 6.3. Closed right (left) invariant subspaces of AC(G) are 
precisely its closed right (left) ideals. 
The proof is exactly as in the classical case, Lemma 6.2 taking the 
place of Sat2 5 of [4], p. 54. 
7. Approximation Theorem 
Definition 7.1. An IB-group G is called a hereditary IB-group, if 
every closed normal subgroup H of finite index in G is an IB-group and 
IB(H) >IB(G). 
Remarks. An IB-group G with the property that every closed normal 
subgroup X of any closed normal subgroup H of G is normal in G, is a 
hereditary IB-group. For instance topological Hamiltonian IB-groups 
(i.e. IB-groups in which every closed subgroup is normal)-in particular, 
abelian IB-groups - are hereditary IB-groups. Further, q-primary groups 
(See Section 3.) are also hereditary IB-groups (Q=Qp, q#p). In what 
follows, f E A,(G), where G is a hereditary IB-group. 
Lemma 7.2. Let H be a closed normal subgroup of finite index in a 
hereditary IB-group G and MH the mean defined on A,(H). Then the function 
f*(x)= MH(J), x E G is constant on the cosets of H. 
The lemma is easily proved by observing: (i) zf/H is a.p. (ii) MH is 
translation invariant. We note in this connection, that by Theorem 2.3, 
H, E H(f, E), E> 0, is a closed normal subgroup of finite index in G. Since 
G is a hereditary IB-group H, is also an IB-group and therefore the mean 
MH& of Lemma 7.2 is defined. For convenience we write M”, f, for MHa 
and fHe defined in that lemma. 
Lemma 7.3. f, converges uniformly to f, as E -+ 0. 
Proof. If(x) - f (xy) I< E for x E G and y E H,. Consequently if IB(HJ = 
=Ic,, from Proposition 4.3, 
for all x E G. Hence f, converges to f uniformly as E tends to zero. 
Theorem 7.4. (Approximation Theorem). f E A,(G) can be uniformly 
approximated by finite linear combinations of the right (left) translates of 
characteristic functions of the e-kernels of f. 
Proof. Let yr, ya, . . . . ylz be a representative system of elements of 
the cosets of H = H(f, F). Then, by Lemma 7.2, f, is constant on the 
cosets of He. Hence for every x E G, 
(7.1) f,(x) ‘011 Xv1H,W i-E2 XY&4 + . * * i-f-G XY,H&), 
wherectr, 012, . . . . an are the values of f, on ylH,, yzH,, . . ., y,HE, respectively. 
But p&H, = gi-l& where y(-Ixs is the left translate of the characteristic 
function x, of HE by yg-1, so that (7.1) can be rewritten in the form 
fE=011y/1-1XE+012yZ-1XE+...+OCny~-1XE. 
An appeal to Lemma 7.3 now yields the desired result. 
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